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MANY-ME: FRIENDLY COMMUNITY FOR DEMENTIA PATIENTS
Interactive system supporting people with dementia and their caregivers
Many-Me is a system connecting people, making them feel they are not alone or helpless and empowering them to
support themselves and stay active through the use of smart assistive technology. Many-Me is specifically designed
for patients with mild cognitive impairment and in an early stage of dementia, as well as for their carers and
community.
In this sense, the Many-Me solution creates and supports the community of people in need, their caregivers, doctors
and relatives. The solution enables all beneficiaries to stay in touch and react immediately in case of any dangerous or
inconvenient situation.

Many-Me is a hub of valuable services dedicated to the continuous improvement of the liaison between dementia
patients and their environment. Through the registration to the Many-Me system every dementia patient becomes
equipped with the direct contact to all persons involved in the circle of care and with people in similar situation.
As dementia as a disease is closely linked to ageing, Many-Me as a system is coherent not only with the idea of
fostering age-friendly environments, it creates additionally the supportive community itself by means of delivering
added-value innovative services and products based on in-depth analyses of user needs, expectations and
requirements.
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People with dementia and their family members are gradually confronted with the devastating effects of the disease.
The diagnosis sometimes comes as a verdict and leads to a stressful time when patients and their beloved ones need
to adapt to their new routines. In this life-changing situation, Many-Me helps patients and their community through
many targeted functionalities, building their trust in the solution and confidence in the ability to manage the disease.
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Moreover, the Many-Me system helps patients suffering from dementia to connect with people in similar situations
through Many-Me matchmaking capabilities - to learn and exchange experiences, make new friends and engage
together in collective activities.

Many-Me added value – the possibility of social engagement in safe and friendly environment – creates the main
objective of the system, which is to support human contact and sense of wellbeing, allowing patients to live a
meaningful and independent life. By designing a complete solution that adapts to the disease progress, Many-Me
aims at helping people to live as long as possible in the familiar environment of their homes, as well as in outdoor
conditions.

